
HAT CAN  you say about

Nayef Road? Mohamed

Obaida’s Galileo entire, a

five-year-old, has assembled quite a CV in

his racing career to date.

And he added to it in sparkling style last

month with a well-deserved, comfortable

win in the Listed Rose Bowl Stakes on

Newmarket’s Rowley Mile.

As a juvenile, Nayef Road ran six times,

harvesting two wins over seven furlongs at

Haydock and on Newmarket’s July course.

He signed off with a third place in a

valuable Newmarket nursery over a mile

and a quarter, conceding at least 6lb to

each of his rivals.

At three, Nayef Road kicked off his

season in style, landing a Newmarket

handicap by five lengths. Third in the

Queen’s Vase, he finished second in the

Bahrain Trophy before landing the Gordon

Stakes at Goodwood. Not at his best in the

Great Voltigeur Stakes at York next time,

he bounced back to form in the St Leger,

finishing third behind Logician and just a

head behind stablemate, Sir Ron Priestley.

His four-year-old season coincided with

the suspension of racing caused by Covid

19. When racing resumed, Nayef Road

landed the Sagaro Stakes, then run at

Newcastle, before chasing home the great

Stradivarius in both the Ascot Gold Cup

(where he finished eight lengths clear of

the third horse, the Melbourne Cup winner,

Cross Counter) and the Goodwood Cup.

He ended the year by finishing third in the

Lonsdale Cup, spoiling his chance by

rearing as the stalls opened and failing to

settle.

Nayef Road’s campaign this year started

in familiar style, going down by a length

and a half to Stradivarius in the Sagaro

Stakes. Perhaps not at his best in the

middle of the season, he nonetheless

finished sixth in the Gold Cup at Ascot and

fifth in the Goodwood Cup, before

finishing third in the Doncaster Cup (you

guessed it, to Stradivarius) at the start of

last month.

With five wins, two at Group level, with

a third placing in a Classic and having

finished second in a brace of Group 1

races, there is no doubt that Nayef Road is

a top-class operator.

On September 23 he lined up for the

Listed Jockey Club Rose Bowl Stakes at

Newmarket and resumed winning ways to

score in style.

The race started out as the Fenwolf

Stakes at Ascot and was first run in 2003.

Renamed and switched to Ascot in 2011,

the race is run over two miles on the

Rowley Mile course.

A field of eight went to post for this

year’s race, with Ebor Handicap fifth Max

Vega a surprising market leader. Andrea

Atzeni took the ride on Nayef Road.

Andrea Atzeni kept things admirably

simple in the race, asking Nayef Road to

make the running. Pursued early on by

Island Brave, Nayef Road was always

travelling strongly and effectively ran the

finish out of his rivals.

Powering clear in the final furlong,

Nayef Road scored by an impressive six

lengths from Roberto Escobarr with Max

Vega almost a further four lengths back in

third.

Andrea was delighted with Nayef

Road’s performance. 

‘I knew Nayef Road would stay very

well which is why I made the running,’ he

told the Klarion. 

‘I think two miles is his perfect trip and

he ran a solid race last time out when third

in the Doncaster Cup.’

HARLIE Johnston was particularly

delighted by the result. 

‘I feel genuinely pleased for the horse,’

Charlie said. 

‘He's spent the last two years banging

his head against a brick wall called

Stradivarius and we thought this race in

calmer waters would suit him. He's been

second in two Group 1s and he deserved

that. 

‘We thought this ground would suit him

as he likes it quick. I thought Andrea was

aggressive enough on him, but with a

tailwind that's no bad thing. He could go to

Ascot (for the British Champions Long

Distance Cup), but we'll see what the

owner Mohamed Obaida wants to do.’ 
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